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Synchronization of hyperexcitable systems with phase-repulsive coupling
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We study two-dimensional arrays of FitzHugh-Nagumo elements with nearest-neighbor coupling from the
viewpoint of synchronization. The elements are diffusively coupled. By varying the diffusion coefficient from
positive to negative values, interesting synchronization patterns are observed. The results of the simulations
resemble the intracellular oscillation patterns observed in cultured human epileptic astrocytes. Three measures
are proposed to determine the degree of synchronization~or coupling! in both the simulated and the experi-
mental system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Methods of synchronization have become an import
tool in nonlinear dynamics. Synchronization is observed i
wide variety of natural and artificial systems, such as pen
lum clocks @1#, respiration@2–6#, circadian rhythms@7,8#,
lasers@9#, flashing of fireflies@10,11#, neuronal systems@12–
15#, etc. Within the vast number of systems exhibiting sy
chronization, the synchronization of extended systems
recently generated an upsurge of interest. Typical exam
include laser arrays@16#, oscillating chemical media@17#,
and clapping in concert halls@18#. Important theoretical in-
vestigations have pointed to the phenomena of global s
chronization and noise-enhanced propagation in excita
media with phase-attractive coupling@19–22#. Phase-
attractive coupling is defined as the tendency of any osc
tor in a system to have a phase close to its nearest ne
bors’.

There has been a long-time concern for synchronizatio
excitable systems with phase-repulsive~or delayed! coupling
@23–25#. In these systems the oscillators tend to have a ph
opposite to their nearest neighbors’. This property is simi
but not equivalent to inhibitory coupling@26,27#. In the case
of inhibitory coupling, the ‘‘spike’’ generated by any osci
lator inhibits the spike generation in its nearest neighbors
has no effect on its neighbors during the recovery period
the case of phase-repulsive coupling, however, even if
value of the oscillator is near its minimum, this forces t
value of its nearest neighbors towards the maximum.

Astrocyte cultures are typical examples of excitable s
tems. Recent studies refer to calcium wave propagation
synchronization@19,28,29#. Calcium waves are initiated b
various factors, such as chemical, mechanical, electrical,
stimulation. Calcium waves spread from cell to cell by ra
ing the intracellular calcium concentration of the ce
through which the wave passes. Each cell participating
calcium wave affects its nearest neighbors through tiny c
necting channels, called ‘‘gap junctions.’’ The cells can a
affect their neighbors and communicate calcium waves
releasing into the extracellular space active substances
as neurotransmitters or adenosine triphosphate@30,31#.

Intracellular calcium oscillations represent another
ample from the complicated set of responses generate
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astrocytes. They are different from calcium waves in th
they have smaller amplitude and are strictly intracellu
phenomena~i.e., never spread to neighboring cells!. Previous
studies claimed no interaction between intracellular calci
oscillations of nearby astrocytes@32#. Here we study patho-
logical ~epileptic! astrocyte cultures with the method of st
chastic synchronization and show the existence of a n
trivial relationship between the phases of nearby oscillat
cells.

The goal of the present study is to analyze the effect
the phase-repulsive coupling on two-dimensional, diffusiv
coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo arrays. We show that tw
dimensional arrays of FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators w
phase-repulsive coupling show properties similar to epilep
astrocyte cultures. First, the properties of FitzHugh-Nagu
equations are briefly presented. Secondly, two-dimensio
arrays of FitzHugh-Nagumo oscillators with diffusive co
pling are studied, for both positive and negative values of
diffusion coefficient. Finally, the similarities to the exper
mental system~cultured network of human epileptic astro
cytes! are analyzed, and further implications of this study a
discussed.

II. METHODS

A. FitzHugh-Nagumo equations

The FitzHugh-Nagumo~FN! equations were originally
developed as a simplified model of the Hodgkin-Huxl
model for neuron dynamics@33,34#:

e
dv
dt

5v~a2v !~v21!2w1c, ~1!

dw

dt
5v2dw2b, ~2!

where the variables arev and w, while the excitability pa-
rameter isc. v corresponds to the voltage across the me
brane, andw controls the recovery period. In this study, th
rest of the parameters were kept constant:e50.005, a
50.5, b50.2, andd51.0.

Depending on the value of the excitability parameterc the
system has two kinds of solutions. Ifc.0.055 andc,0.55,
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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the solution is a limit cycle~independent on the initial valu
of v andw). On the other hand, ifc,0.055 orc.0.55, the
solution relaxes and reaches a stationary value~the time step
is Dt50.005). In the following simulations the excitabilit
parameter will always be 0.055,c,0.55, therefore the so
lution will be oscillatory. The solutions of the equations f
different values of the parameterc can be seen on Fig. 1, an
the dependence of the oscillation frequency upon the ex
ability parameterc is shown on Fig. 2.

B. Two-dimensional, diffusively-coupled array

A two-dimensional array of 20320 FitzHugh-Nagumo el-
ements was considered with free-boundary conditions.
diffusive term is added to the first equation, each elemen
this network will influence its nearest neighbors. The d
cretized form of the system of coupled differential equatio
becomes

FIG. 1. Solutions of the FN equations~only the first variable is
shown! for various values of the excitability parameterc: ~a! c
50.01, solution relaxes to a stationary value;~b! c50.05, damped
oscillations;~c! c50.10, sustained oscillations;~d! c50.30, highest
oscillation frequency;~e! c50.50, oscillation frequency decrease
~f! c50.60, the solution relaxes to a stationary value.

FIG. 2. Natural frequency of the FN oscillator as a function
the excitability parameterc. Notice that the oscillatory regime i
0.055,c,0.55 and the allowed frequencies have both an up
and a lower limit: they range approximately from 0.95 Hz to 1
Hz. The shaded area corresponds to the parameter range o
FitzHugh-Nagumo array discussed in Sec. II B.
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Dv~ i , j ,t !

Dt
5v~ i , j ,t !@a2v~ i , j ,t !#@v~ i , j ,t !21#2w~ i , j ,t !

1c1Naj~ i , j !1D@v~ i 21,j ,t !

1v~ i 11,j ,t !1v~ i , j 21,t !

1v~ i , j 11,t !24v~ i , j ,t !#, ~3!

Dw~ i , j ,t !

Dt
5v~ i , j ,t !2dw~ i , j ,t !2b, ~4!

where j( i , j ) is a uniformly distributed white noise term
Na50.01 defines the range of the excitability paramete
domain of variation. As a result, all elements will be in th
oscillatory regime and have frequencies close to each o
(c50.1,Na50.01). D is the diffusion coefficient at every
position (i , j ) in the lattice; the spatial separation of the o
cillators is considered to beDx51.

A similar system has been studied before in Ref.@16#, and
generation of spiral waves, target waves or global osci
tions has been observed. Here we extend this study to
oscillating regime of the FitzHugh-Nagumo system and
negative diffusion coefficients. The studied quantities will
the average synchronization index, the standard deviatio
the frequencies and the standard deviation of the sum of t
seriesv( i , j ,t).

For a zero diffusion coefficient every element oscillat
independently of all the others. For a positive diffusion c
efficient, every element tends to minimize the phase diff
ence between itself and its four nearest neighbors. If
diffusion coefficient is negative, every element tends
maximize the phase difference between itself and its f
nearest neighbors.

C. Statistical measures

Depending on the initial phases assigned to the oscilla
and on the spatial distribution of oscillators with differe
frequencies, the system showed random spatial fluctuati
spiral wave patterns, and global oscillations for both t
phase-attractive and the phase-repulsive coupling. The
tem was studied for three different sets of initial condition
Initial conditionsA. every oscillator started from its maxi
mum; Initial conditionsB. the initial values ofv( i , j ,0) were
arranged in a chessboard pattern, every second oscil
started from its maximum, every other oscillator started fro
its minimum; Initial conditionsC, random initial phases were
assigned to every oscillator.

The v values for the three different initial conditions ca
be seen on Fig. 3. In order to study the synchronization
tween oscillators in the array, the phase was defined for e
of these time series based on marker events, that were ch
to be the upward crossings of the threshold level 0.5
v( i , j ,t). The phase was incremented by 2p for each event
and in between the events the phase was approximate
linear interpolation:

f~ t !52p
t2tk

tk112tk
12pk, tk<t,tk11 , ~5!
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wheref(t) is the phase associated with the time series,
tk are the times of the marker events.

To study synchronization between two oscillatorsm and
n, we use their wrapped phase difference, defined on
interval @2p,p# @14#:

Fm,n~ t !5@fm~ t !2fn~ t !#mod(2p). ~6!

In our study, the following three quantities were used
characterize the dynamics.

1. Average synchronization index

The synchronization indexr is used to characterize how
pronounced the peaks are in the probability distributionpk of
the wrapped phase differenceFm,n . For example, for a uni-
form ~completely flat! distribution the synchronization inde
is zero, whereas for ad function it is equal to 1. The averag
of several synchronization indices was calculated as follo

The system was allowed to relax for 15 000 time ste
~i.e., 75 time units!. During the next 15 000 time steps, th
time series ofN516 elements were chosen at random a
recorded. The average synchronization index was estim
as

r5
2

N~N21! (
n51

N

(
m,n

Smax2Sm,n

Smax
, ~7!

whereS is the Shannon entropy associated with the proba
ity distribution of the phase difference of oscillatorsm andn:

Sm,n52 (
k51

Nb

pk ln~pk!. ~8!

In Eq. ~8!, Nb550 is the number of bins used to determi
the probability distribution, andpk is the probability that the
wrapped phase differenceFm,n falls into thekth bin. Smax is
the Shannon entropy corresponding to a uniform distributi

Smax5 log2~50!'5.643 856. ~9!

2. Standard deviation of the frequencies

In order to study frequency entrainment, the standard
viation of the frequencies was defined as

s f5A^ f n
2&2^ f n&

2, ~10!

FIG. 3. Initial conditions:A, all oscillators start from their peak
B, oscillators form a chessboard pattern, white corresponds to m
mum, black corresponds to minimum;C, random initial conditions.
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where the indexn run over the randomly chosen oscillator
The frequencyf n of an oscillator is determined by countin
the number of marker events that occur in a unit time. A lo
value of s f indicates frequency entrainment: the oscillato
tend to oscillate at a common frequency@19#.

3. Standard deviation of the global output

The ‘‘global output’’ is the sum of the instantaneous va
ues of v( i , j ,t) of all oscillators. Its standard deviation i
defined as follows:

sG5A^G2~ t !&2^G~ t !&2, G~ t !5 (
i , j 51

N

v~ i , j ,t !.

~11!

This quantity defines how much the activity of the individu
oscillators is reflected by the entire array. If all elemen
synchronize,sG is maximal and scales with the number
elementsN. If the oscillators are uncoupled,sG scales with
AN. In the case of negative coupling, the scaling factor
usually lower thanAN ~see below!.

D. Biological data acquisition

Medial temporal lobe epilepsy tissues were obtained
lowing surgery. Astrocyte cultures were prepared from
gions of the brain that correlated to hyperexcitable EEG
the operating room@35#. The cultures were maintained i
normal saline. The fluctuations of the calcium ion concent
tion (@Ca21#) in the tissue were visualized as follows.

~1! The astrocyte culture was placed in a flow-throu
perfusion chamber and was stained using a calcium-sens
dye, Fluo-3AM (2 mM ). The properties of the dye perm
visualization of calcium ion concentration~the dye is fluo-
rescent in the presence of free calcium ions!. The intensity of
the fluorescent light increases with the concentration of f
calcium.

~2! The culture was washed out in normal saline, thus
dye remained present only inside the astrocytes.

~3! The probe was placed under a confocal scanning la
microscope ~BioRad MRC 500/600!. Fluorescent images
were collected every 1.8 s using the frame grabber board
the computer~Panasonic 3031TQ!. Images were downloade
directly to an optical memory disk recorder. Finally, the r
sults were stored as 4803640 pixel grayscale images, ever
pixel’s values ranging from 0 to 255~corresponding to black
and white, respectively!.

~4! Due to the high spatial and temporal noise, the re
lution of the images was reduced by computing avera
over 11311 pixel squares centered at every fourth pix
Thus, the resulting image series were 1203160 pixel gray-
scale images.

~5! A computational measure,I (x,y) ~the intensity of a
biological oscillator! was developed to identify the positio
(x,y) of rapidly oscillating astrocytes. This tool~discussed in
Ref. @36#! allows us to select the desired number of mo
active astrocytes and calculate the synchronization index
standard deviation of the global output as defined in Eqs.~7!
and ~11!, respectively.

xi-
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The map of the oscillation intensity and the time series
the three most active cells can be seen on Fig. 4. Note
the data are nonstationary and the sampling rate is low~the
oscillation period is close to the sampling rate!. In order to
be able to apply the measures defined above, a running
erage was subtracted from each time series, and they we
normalized such that finally they had the same stand
deviation.

III. RESULTS

A. Application of the statitical measures to the FN array

The numerical results obtained for the three types of
tial conditions (A, B, andC) are sumarized in Fig. 5, indi
cating synchronization for hyperexcitable systems with b
phase attractive and phase-repulsive coupling. This is d
onstrated by:~1! the increase of the average synchronizat
index for both positive and negative values of the diffusi
coefficient as seen in the first row of graphs~a!, ~b!, and~c!,
and~2! the decrease of the standard deviation of the frequ
cies for nonzero values of the diffusion coefficient, shown
the second row of graphs~d!, ~e!, and ~f!. The first row of
graphs indicates phase locking, while the second row in
cates frequency entrainment among the oscillators. The t
row of graphs~g!, ~h!, and~i! indicates the presence of cou
pling among the elements of the array. In the following pa
graphs, additional analysis is provided for each measure
troduced in Sec. II C.

Figure 6 shows the phase difference for three differ
values ofD, for several oscillator pairs. The phase diffe
ences flatten out due to nonzero coupling.

Figure 7 demonstrates the repulsive character of the c
pling, for D520.015. The probability density of the phas
difference is presented, for four oscillators located alon
row. Note that the first neighbors tend to be in antiphase,
second neighbors tend to be in phase, the third neigh
tend to be again in antiphase, and so on.

Figure 8 shows the histograms of frequency distribut
for three different values of the diffusion coefficient. No
that the increase of~positive or negative! coupling leads to

FIG. 4. Experimental data. The map of the intensity of the
cillations can be seen on the top. On the bottom the@Ca21# time
series are shown for the three most active astrocytes. Notice
tendency of peaks to occur either in phase or in antiphase.
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clusterization: instead of a uniform distribution of the fr
quencies, several narrow peaks appear forDÞ0.

The last~third! row of graphs in Fig. 5 indicates that th
global output of systems with coupling is different from th
of systems with no coupling. It is known that the standa
deviation of the sum of statistically independent random p
cesses scales withAN, whereN is the number of processe
that are being summed.

This can be verified by looking at the intersection of t
last row of curves on Fig. 5 with theD50 vertical line. This
intersection is the standard deviation of the global output

-

he

FIG. 5. Results of numerical simulations.~a!, ~b!, and~c!, syn-
chronization index as a function of the diffusion coefficient f
initial conditionsA, B, andC, left-to-right; ~d!, ~e!, and~f!, standard
deviation of frequencies as a function of the diffusion coefficient
inital conditionsA, B, andC, respectively;~g!, ~h!, and~i!, standard
deviation of the global output as a function of the diffusion coe
cient for inital conditionsA, B, andC, respectively. The results ar
averages of ten realizations for initial conditionsA andB, and of 40
realizations, for initial conditionsC. All parameters were chosen a
described in Sec. II A. and II B.

FIG. 6. Phase difference as a function of time for several os
lator pairs. The values of the diffusion coefficient were:~a!. D5
20.006;~b!. D50.000;~c!. D50.006. The flat parts of the graph
~slope'0) indicate a tendency of phase locking.
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the uncoupled system. If we compare the value of the cur
for D50 ('6.3823) with the mean standard deviation of t
individual FitzHugh-Nagumo elements ('0.3617), we find
6.3823'0.361731856.5106, where 18 is the square root
the total number of elements~the borders are excluded be
cause they are responsible for the boundary conditions!.

According to our graph, in the presence of~positive or
negative! coupling, the standard deviation of the global ou
put differs from its value in the uncoupled case. For posit
~or phase-attractive! coupling, the scaling factor is alway
greater than or equal toAN, while for negative~phase-
repulsive! coupling, the scaling factor tends to be smal
thanAN.

This can be seen in more detail in Fig. 9. Also, Figure
shows three global outputs for three different diffusion co

FIG. 7. Probability density of phase difference for four oscil
tors located in a row (D520.015). The distributions shown are
nearest neighbors~dashed line!; second nearest neighbors~continu-
ous line!; third nearest neighbors~dotted line!. The dot-dashed line
around 0.02 is the phase distribution of the phase difference f
pair of noncoupled cells.

FIG. 8. Probability density histograms of the frequency dis
bution. The distribution functions are shown for three different v
ues of the diffusion coefficient:D520.010 ~black!; D50.000
~gray!; andD50.008 ~white!. The histograms were created by d
viding the range between the maximum and minimum values of
frequencies into ten equal-size bins.
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ficients. Based on the reasoning in the last paragraph,
standard deviation of the global output could become a n
testing tool for the presence of coupling in a system of
cillators.

B. Analysis of the experimental data

The average synchronization indexr @Eq. 7# was calcu-
lated from the experimental data and a typical value of 0
was found. This would correspond in our simulations to
value of the diffusion coefficient of aboutD'60.006. This
fact proves the existence of coupling between the oscilla
in the epileptic astrocyte culture. However, the sign of t
coupling coefficientD can not be determined from the ave
age synchronization index. Nonetheless, it is possible to
the standard deviation of the global output to determine
sign of the coupling constantD.

a

-
-

e

FIG. 9. Standard deviation of the global output for the seco
type of initial conditions. Notice that for most negative diffusio
coefficients~and only for negative diffusion coefficients! the stan-
dard deviation of the global output is lower than its value for u
coupled systems.

FIG. 10. Global outputs for five different values of the diffusio
coefficient~graphs are vertically displaced to make the time ser
visible!. The diffusion coefficients were:D520.010 ~bottom!; D
520.005 ~second from the bottom!; D50.000 ~middle!; D
50.005~fourth from the bottom!; andD50.030~top!.
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If we represent the ratio of the standard deviation of
global outputsG @Eq. ~11!# and its theoretical value in th
case ofN random oscillators, the results are shown in F
11. The dash-dot line represents the result of the simula
with a diffusion coefficient ofD50.009; the continuous line
represents the results of the simulation forD520.004; and
the circles represent the values calculated from the exp
mental data.

Notice that all the values for the experimental data
subunitary. This fact classifies the studied experimental s
tem as having phase-repulsive coulping rather than ph
attractive.

The behavior of the simulated system for positive a
negative diffusion coefficients reveals interesting patterns
the regime of positive coupling, the system’s elements t
to oscillate together, in phase. This leads to all oscillat
reaching their peak almost at the same times. The result
global output that will be oscillating with the same frequen
as the individual oscillators. For strong negative coupli
however, the system’s appearance resembles a chessb
with waves travelling through it~see Fig. 12!.

The role of the waves propagating through the system
to periodically change peaks into troughs and vice versa.
more negative the diffusion coefficient, the thinner the wa
In the positive regime, spiral wave patterns are observed
the width of the waves increases with the diffusion coe
cient.

For comparison, a temporal sequence of experimental
ages is shown on Fig. 13. The presence of phase-repu
coupling is apparent from the fact that when a cell is wh
~has high @Ca21#), its neighbor becomes black~has low
@Ca21#) and vice versa.

FIG. 11. Ratio of the standard deviation of the global outp
@sG , Eq. 11#, to its theoretical value in the case ofN random
oscillators (ANs0). The dash-dot line represents the result of t
simulation with a diffusion coefficient ofD50.005; the continuous
line represents the results of the simulation forD520.001 and the
circles represent the values calculated from the experimental
A running average of length 11 time steps was subtracted from
experimental time series. The time series of the calcium fluctuat
were also normalized, so that they had the same standard devi
before summation.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The phenomenon of synchronization in systems of ma
oscillators with phase-repulsive coupling might be ubiq
tous in nature. The same is true for its counterpart, the s
chronization with phase-attractive coupling. Phase-attrac
coupling appears in ‘‘unstressed’’ biological systems, wh
phase-repulsive coupling might be a property of systems
der stress, or those whose elements are in competition
each other.

An example could be a group of individuals living in
cave ~with no clues of the time outside!. The circadian
rhythm of each group member is different from all the ot
ers, but they will wake up and fall asleep approximately
the same time, to avoid disturbing each other~unstressed
system!. Notice that in this case there will be times whe
everybody is awake or everybody is sleeping~and thus the
standard deviation of the global output is high, as well as
synchronization index!. If there is an external danger, how
ever, and the group has to assign watchers, the situa
changes to the opposite. When the watchers get tired,
wake up others to replace them, and thus there will be
proximately a constant number of individuals awake a
asleep at any time. The synchronization index will be hi
again, because some people will be awake at the same
while the others will be asleep at the same time, thus th
subgroups will be in an antiphase relation with each othe

Another important example for a phase-repulsive coup
system could be a lipid bilayer~cell membrane! containing
voltage-dependent ion channels. In this case, the coup
between the ion channels could be a decrease in vol
across the membrane due to the opening of a channel.
decrease of voltage could increase the probability of
channel closing in the neighborhood of the open channe

Further study is needed to give a theoretical explana
of the observed phenomena in the case of phase-repu
coupling. Systems of other oscillators need to be stud
both experimentally and computationally, because the as

t

ta.
e
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ion

FIG. 12. Temporal sequence of patterns in the systems w
nonzero coupling. Time is increasing from left to right, the imag
are 20 time steps apart. Examples for strong positive coupling~top
row! and strong negative coupling~bottom row! are shown. All the
parameters were chosen as described in Secs. II A. and II B.
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FIG. 13. Temporal sequence of calcium oscillations in an epileptic astrocyte culture. Time is increasing from left to right, time b
frames is 1.8 s. Notice the fluctuations of free calcium of the cells in the middle of the images~they oscillate in antiphase!.
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of the curves on Fig. 5 might depend on the specific type
oscillator chosen. Placing the oscillators on various types
lattices~e.g., triangular instead of square lattice! might result
in interesting effects due to frustration.

An important biochemical question is to find the mech
nism leading to phase-repulsive coupling in epileptic as
cyte cultures. While the mechanisms leading to calci
wave propagation have been a subject of study and h
been reasonably understood, nothing is known about how
intracellular Ca21 dynamics of two cells could influenc
each other. Our study shows the existence of such an in
action for an epileptic astrocyte culture. Moreover, it h
been known that epileptic astrocytes differ in culture fro
normal astrocytes: the former have increased gap-juncti
coupling @35#. This property might play a role in the in
ce
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creased communication between the intracellular event
two astrocytes. However, the actual interaction needs to
worked out, whether it is due to the diffusion of some chem
cal agent through the extracellular space or to some a
passing through gap junctions.
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